A new mechanism for the aging of hematopoietic stem cells: aging changes the clonal composition of the stem cell compartment but not individual stem cells
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Whether hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) change with aging has been controversial. Previously, we showed that the HSC compartment in young mice consists of distinct subsets, each with predetermined self-renewal and differentiation behavior. Three classes of HSCs can be distinguished based on their differentiation programs: lymphoid biased, balanced, and myeloid biased. We now show that aging causes a marked shift in the representation of these HSC subsets. A clonal analysis of repopulating HSCs demonstrates that lymphoid-biased HSCs are lost and long-lived myeloid-biased HSCs accumulate in the aged. Myeloid-biased HSCs from young and aged sources behave similarly in all aspects tested. This indicates that aging does not change individual HSCs. Rather, aging changes the clonal composition of the HSC compartment. We show further that genetic factors contribute to the age-related changes of the HSC subsets. In comparison with B6 mice, aged D2 mice show a more pronounced shift toward myeloid-biased HSCs with a corresponding reduction in the number of both T- and B-cell precursors. This suggests that low levels of lymphocytes in the blood can be a marker for HSC aging. The loss of lymphoid-biased HSCs may contribute to the impaired immune response to infectious diseases and cancers in the aged. (Blood, 2008;111:5553-5561)

Introduction

Traditionally, tissue stem cells were thought to be immortal and exempt from aging. Like all stem cells, hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) self-renew, and serial transplantation studies show that populations of HSCs can live much longer than the donor from which they were originally isolated.1 HSCs express telomerase, necessary for chromosome stability during cell division.2 Together, these observations supported the idea of an immortal HSC. However, there is increasing evidence that HSCs isolated from aged donors are different from HSCs that are obtained from young donors.3,4 For example, aged HSCs may have a reduced ability to home to the bone marrow (BM),5,6 have an altered cell surface phenotype,5,7 may cycle more rapidly,5 produce more myeloid cells,5,8 and have a different gene expression program than their young counterparts.9,10 HSCs from aged environments may have slightly less self-renewal capacity than their younger counterparts.11 An accumulation of DNA damage in HSCs has been invoked to explain an age-related decline in HSCs.12,13

It should be emphasized that most of these age-related changes are controversial, and contradictory data have been published for almost every aspect of the behavior of aged HSCs. One of the reasons for these inconsistencies might be that most of the information about aged HSCs comes from comparisons of populations of HSCs from aged and young sources. However, it is clear by now that the HSC compartment consists of distinct subsets of HSCs.14-16 We showed that HSCs in these subsets are very different from each other, each possessing distinct self-renewal capacities, differentiation abilities, life span, and repopulation kinetics.14-16 Our work was later confirmed by others.17,18 Thus, if the representation of these HSC subsets changes during the life of an animal, population-based analysis of HSCs would not be informative.

We reasoned that a clonal analysis would interrogate the aging of the HSC compartment more precisely and might reconcile some of the contradictions in the field of HSC aging. For this analysis, we focused on 3 subsets of HSCs that we had identified previously in young mice.14,16,19 These subsets, which together make up the complete HSC compartment, are characterized by their ability to generate different levels of mature lymphoid and myeloid cells. The differentiation potential of balanced (Bala) HSCs is such that they generate myeloid and lymphoid cells in the same ratio as seen in the blood of unmanipulated mice. Myeloid-biased (My-bi) HSCs generate reduced numbers of lymphoid progeny, and lymphoid-biased (Ly-bi) HSCs generate few myeloid cells. The members of all 3 classes are true pluripotent HSCs in that they have self-renewal capacity and generate all cells of the hematopoietic lineages.

The myeloid bias of My-bi HSCs derives from an attenuated ability to generate developmentally early lymphoid precursors.14 Few prethymic T-cell precursors and B-cell precursors are made by My-bi HSCs. A blunted response of the lymphoid progeny to the central lymphokine IL-7 accounts, at least in part, for the diminished lymphopoiesis. My-bi HSCs from young mice show a delayed onset of repopulation following transplantation, but contribute significantly longer to peripheral hematopoiesis than other types of HSCs.14 A sluggish response to hematopoietic demand, a poor response to IL-7, and an attenuated production of lymphocytes also are characteristic for cells from aged animals.20-26
similarities raised the possibility that the aged HSCs might be identical to My-bi HSCs.

To test this, we analyzed the clonal composition of aged HSCs from 2 strains of mice that are known to differ in HSC biology, C57BL/6 (B6) and DBA/2 (D2). B6 mice have low levels of HSCs throughout their life. In contrast, D2 mice have high levels of HSCs when young, but reportedly lose these in aging.3,6,27-31 Several genetic loci that contribute to a difference in HSC aging have been identified in mice.28,31-34 and also in humans.35 Overall, there is evidence for a strong genetic component to the aging of the HSC. We created D2 mice congenic for the CD45 marker to permit a clonal analysis of D2 HSCs. Comparison of D2 and B6 HSCs shows for the first time that the clonal composition of the HSC compartment is controlled by both developmental and genetic differences. In both strains of mice, long-lived My-bi HSCs accumulated in the aged HSC compartment, albeit to a different extent. This presents a new mechanism for HSC aging where aging changes the HSC compartment but not the individual HSC.

Methods

Mice

D2 and B6 mice were purchased from The Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME). All other mice were bred at our facility. These included B6 mice transgenic for green fluorescent protein (B6-GFP), or B6 mice congenic for the CD45.1 allele (B6-CD45.1). D2-CD45.1Cms congenic mice were generated on the D2 background by backcrossing B6-CD45.1 to D2 mice for 11 generations. Thereafter, the D2-CD45.1 mice were maintained through sister-brother mating. B6-CD45.1, B6-GFP, and D2-CD45.1 mice served as donors in transplantation experiments. Breeder pairs of B6-W41W41 mice were generously provided by Dr David Harrison (The Jackson Laboratory); these mice have a mild mutation in ckit and served as hosts for some B6-based transplantation experiments.

Clonally repopulated mice

These were generated as described previously by in vivo limiting dilution approaches (LDAs).37 Donor cells were either unseparated BM cells or populations depleted of mature cells as lineage negative (Lin-) cells by magnetic bead separation. We injected 2000 to 5000 unseparated BM cells containing limiting numbers (0.2-0.5) of HSCs.38,39 Lin- cells were approximately 10-fold enriched for HSCs and accordingly fewer cells were injected. Avidin-conjugated magnetic beads were purchased from B&D Biosciences (San Diego, CA). The lineage mix consisted of biotin-conjugated mAbs specific for B220, Gr-1, Mac-1, CD5, CD8, and the transferrin receptor. These were purified from culture supernatants of the respective hybridoma cells and conjugated in our laboratory. Hosts were generally lethally irradiated (2 doses of 5.5 Gy, 2 hours apart) D2 or B6 mice. A genetically distinguishable source of radioprotecting cells was cojected. These were generally 2 × 10^5 twice-transplanted cells of host origin.40 Occasionally, we used sublethally irradiated (5 Gy) B6-W41W41 hosts for HSCs on the B6 background. There were no differences in HSC function in B6 and B6-W41/W41 hosts,37,41 and data were pooled from both systems. For serial transplantations, 5 × 10^7 BM cells from a primary host were injected into new, lethally irradiated hosts. For competitive repopulation experiments, lethally irradiated hosts were injected with equal numbers of test BM cells and young wild-type cells. Relative competitive repopulating units (rXRU) were calculated based on the mean percentage donor-type cells, normalized by the number of cells injected as described.42,43 All experiments were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) of Sidney Kimmel Cancer Center (SKCC).

Determining lineage contribution

Mice were bled generally at 1, 3, 5, and 7 months after injection of HSCs. The fraction of donor-type cells in the lymphoid and myeloid lineages was measured by flow cytometry as described.19,37 Briefly, purified white blood cells from each mouse at each time point were split into 3 tubes, and cells in each tube were incubated with a mAb specific for the CD45.1 donor-type marker (or GFP expression was used as donor-type marker). At each time point, cells were also stained with Thy-1, B220, or Mac-1 and Gr-1 (Figure S1, available on the Blood website; see the Supplemental Materials link at the top of the online article). These markers faithfully detect T or B lymphocytes or myeloid cells from both young and aged animals (Figure S2). Mice were considered to be repopulated if their blood contained 5% or more donor-type cells at least at 2 time points and if donor-type T and B lymphocytes, macrophages, and granulocytes were all present at the same time. HSCs were classified as Bala, My-bi, or Ly-bi in the primary recipient on the basis of the ratio of lymphocytes versus myeloid cells (L/M) in blood after donor-type cells had stabilized.14,16

IL-7 cultures

BM cells (1 × 10^6) were cultured in the presence of 10 ng IL-7 as described.14,44 Cells were obtained from clonally repopulated mice that showed at least 70% donor-type cells. Viable cells were enumerated after 7 days of cultures. Surviving cells were typed by immunofluorescence for expression of donor-type and lineage markers.

Colonizing unit thymus assay

This is an in vivo limiting dilution assay that measures the ability of T-cell precursors to home directly to the thymus and proliferate in the thymic environment.45,46 Lethally irradiated B6 or D2 hosts were injected with 2 to 4 × 10^6 cells consisting of equal mixtures of congenic, genetically distinguishable BM from old and young donors. At the same time, each recipient received 10^6 host-type BM as competitor. Eleven to 20 mice were injected for each experiment. After 4 weeks, the percentage of donor-type cells in thymus derived from either the old or the young was determined by immunofluorescence. Background staining was in the order of 0.06% of the cells. The frequencies of colonizing unit thymus (CFUt) assay were calculated based on the number of animals that did contain donor-type cells of either source.

Data evaluation

Significance values were calculated by Student t test unless otherwise stated. To approximate the output of differentiated cells per HSC clone during the first 7 months after transplantation, we used the area under the curve (AUC) as described.37 AUC was calculated with the Riemann-Lesbesque sum approximation method (with % donor-type cells x as function values and t representing time in months). For LDA, the number of negative mice was used to calculate the frequency of HSCs or CFUt by maximum likelihood analysis.12,27

Results

Age- and strain-related changes in myeloid cells in blood

Human blood becomes increasingly biased toward myeloid cells in an aged-related manner.48,49 Since mice have been used as model organisms to study human aging, it is of interest to determine whether they show a similar age-related increase in myeloid blood cells. To test this, we enumerated myeloid cells, and T and B lymphoid cells in the blood of normal young and aged B6, BALB/c (B/c), and D2 mice (Figure 1). We calculated the ratio of lymphoid to myeloid cells (L/M ratio) for each individual mouse and used these values to test for statistical significance. Young mice of all strains showed lymphocyte-rich blood, and the L/M ratios of the strains of mice did not differ (P = .36) from each other (Figure 1A-C,G). Aged B6 and B/c mice showed a slight but nonsignificant (P = .15) shift toward more myeloid cells in blood compared with young mice of the same strain (Figure 1D,E,G). Perhaps the most
notable feature of the blood of aged B6 mice is the variability between individual mice with L/M ratios ranging from 0.6 to 11.9. The L/M ratios in the blood of aged D2 were more homogeneous (range, 1.0-3.4). In contrast to the other strains, but in analogy to humans, blood from aged D2 mice showed a significant (P < 0.001) increase in myeloid cells.

It has been reported that the rate of thymic involution is faster in D2 than in B6 mice.50,51 We found that aged mice of all strains showed a highly significant (P < 0.001) decline of T cells in blood compared with younger animals of the same strain (Figure 1). However, aged D2 mice showed a significantly (P = 0.02) higher level of T cells (25.4% ± 5.7%) compared with aged B6 (17.6% ± 6.7%). Thus, decreased T-cell generation alone cannot account for the myeloid bias of aged D2. Rather, a more generalized decline of lymphocytes is involved. This hinted at a change in the differentiation potential of a developmentally early cell, such as the HSC, in aging.

HSCs in D2 mice

Most in vivo research on HSCs focuses on the B6 strain of mice because of the availability of convenient congenic mice on this background. Genetic markers, such as the allelic forms of the CD45 antigen, have been used extensively to distinguish donor- from host-type cells. To facilitate transplantation analyses for the strain D2, the CD45.1 allele was bred onto the D2 background by backcrossing B6-CD45.1 mice to D2 (CD45.2). Hematopoietic cells from these D2-CD45.1 mice express the CD45.1 antigen at levels comparable with those of the B6-CD45.1 strain (Figure S3). The numbers of HSCs in the parental and the congenic strain were not significantly different from each other when measured as long-term culture-initiating cells (P = 0.67 from 3 experiments). D2-CD45.1 and wild-type D2 BM cells, both from young mice, were competed against each other in vivo. The relative competitive repopulating units (rXRU) of wild-type and congenic HSCs were not statistically different (P = 0.22) measured at 1, 3, 5, and 7 months (Figure 2A). A repeat experiment (currently at 3 months) confirms that D2 and D2-CD45.1 HSCs have similar repopulation capacity.

The CD45-congenic D2 mouse allowed a direct comparison of HSC levels in young and aged mice. First, we measured the number of rXRU (Figure 2A). BM cells from aged (20 months old) D2-CD45.1 mice were competed with BM cells from young (4 months) D2 mice. Aged D2 HSCs showed a distinct competitive disadvantage compared with young D2 HSCs. In contrast, aged and young B6 HSCs show similar levels of repopulation, resulting in an rXRU value of close to 1 (Figure 2A). Next, we measured the frequency of HSCs in (noncompetitive) limiting dilution analysis (Table 1). Clonally repopulated D2 and B6 hosts were generated by injecting freshly explanted BM cells (either unseparated or Lin-), containing limiting numbers (0.2-0.5) of HSCs, into ablated hosts. The results show that the frequency of clonally repopulating HSCs is 2- to 3-fold higher in D2 than in B6 mice. In agreement with previous reports,5,52,53 aged B6 have a slightly higher frequency of HSCs than young B6. Interestingly, the frequencies of clonally repopulating HSCs in aged and young D2 were not different. This suggests that the competitive repopulation capacity but not the number of HSCs is reduced in aged D2 mice.
Next, we analyzed the distribution of myeloid and lymphoid cells among the donor-type cells in these experiments. Aged D2 HSCs gave rise to significantly higher levels of myeloid cells than either young D2 or aged B6 HSCs after transplantation. This was true whether cells were tested in competitive (Figure 2B) or noncompetitive, multiclonal (Figure 2C) repopulation assays. Thus, aged D2 HSCs recreated the myeloid bias seen in unmanipulated donors even after transplantation into young hosts and in the presence of young HSCs from the competitor graft. The data point to a HSC-intrinsic bias toward myeloid cell production with aging.

Age-related changes in the HSC compartment

As we showed previously, the lineage potential of individual HSCs is maintained through long-term, serial transplantation. Thus, the differentiation capacity is a stable, intrinsic property of HSCs. Yet, early after transplantation repopulation patterns are dynamic and there is an excess of myeloid cells regardless of the class of HSC injected (Figure S4). After 3 to 5 months, an equilibrium is reached and HSCs can be classified by the L/M ratio of the donor cells. My-bi HSCs generate L/M ratios smaller than 3 (but larger than 0), while Ly-bi HSCs generate L/M ratios greater than 10 (but smaller than infinity). Bala HSCs give rise to L/M ratios of 3 to 10. At all time points, all types of HSCs produce both myeloid and lymphoid cells as is expected from pluripotent HSCs (Figure S4).

Using these criteria, we assessed the clonal composition of HSCs derived from young and aged D2 and B6 mice. An analysis of 61 individual HSC clones from young B6 mice showed that the HSC compartment is dominated by Ly-bi HSCs (Figure 3A). My-bi and Bala HSCs comprise 18% and 20% of all HSCs in young B6 mice. Compared with young B6, aged B6 mice had lost approximately half of the Ly-bi HSCs, and the levels of Bala and My-bi HSCs were increased 1.5- and 2-fold, respectively. The young D2 HSC compartment also contains a majority of “youthful” Ly-bi, but young D2 have 2-fold more My-bi HSCs than young B6 (Figure 3B). Thus, young D2 and B6 differ in the composition of the HSC compartment, implying that genetic factors influence the clonal makeup of HSCs. This trend is enhanced with age. The aged D2 HSC compartment becomes dominated by My-bi HSCs, which now comprise 77% of all HSCs (Figure 3B). Ly-bi HSCs are reduced 3.3-fold and Bala HSCs by 2.2-fold in the aged D2 compartment. Thus, My-bi HSCs accumulate in the aged HSC compartment.

Next, we asked whether repopulation levels by individual HSCs differ in young and aged mice. The area under the curve (AUC) formed by the repopulation kinetics of individual HSCs in the first 7 months after transplantation can be used as an approximation of the output of differentiated cells by a clonally derived HSC. There were subtle changes in the distribution of aged and young HSCs (Figure 4) in that aged HSC compartments have lost the very largest HSC clones in both strains of mice. However, the median AUC values were not significantly different (P = .5), and all data sets showed very significant correlations (r² > 0.88, P < .001). Similarly, when we focused the analysis on the AUC values generated by My-bi HSCs only, neither aged versus young HSCs nor HSCs from D2 versus B6 were significantly different from each other (P = .45). Thus, by

Table 1. Frequencies of HSCs in the BM of young and aged B6-CD45.1 and D2-CD45.1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cells injected</th>
<th>Unseparated BM</th>
<th>Lin⁻</th>
<th>HSC frequency*</th>
<th>No.†</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D2 young</td>
<td>24.7 (16.3-37.3)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>226.1 (136.7-373)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B6 young</td>
<td>8.3 (5.4-12.7)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>100.6 (75-133.6)</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2 aged</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>248 (160-384.4)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B6 aged</td>
<td>11.3 (7.2-17.8)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>152.7 (77.6-300.4)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Frequency of HSCs per 100 000 cells injected; the 95% confidence interval is given in parentheses.
†No. indicates number of experiments. For each experiment 10 to 20 hosts were injected per cell dose. Data from experiments within a group were combined to calculate the frequency.
this criterion, aging does not alter the output of differentiated progeny by individual HSCs.

Thymic precursors

A dispute in the field of aging is whether T-cell precursors are reduced in aged animals. Since genetic differences control the composition of the HSC compartment, it was possible that the production of T-cell precursors in aging is controlled genetically. To test this, we used the colony-forming unit thymus (CFUt) assay that enumerates a BM-derived T-cell precursor that homes to the thymus where it proliferates and differentiates to form a colony of T-lineage cells. Levels of CFUt in aged and young B6 mice were not significantly different (Figure 5). In contrast, aged D2 showed 22-fold lower frequencies of CFUt than their young counterparts. Thus, D2 but not B6 mice show a decline in prethymic precursors. Moreover, the data support the interpretation that peripheral signs of aging (high myeloid count in blood) predict central age-related changes (loss of T-cell precursors).

My-bi HSCs in aged D2

The data show a shift toward My-bi HSCs in aged mice of both strains. Are My-bi HSCs in young and aged animals the same type of HSC? The differentiation capacity of My-bi HSCs, like all HSCs, is fixed, and young My-bi HSCs will generate more My-bi HSCs upon self-renewal. To test whether aged My-bi HSCs behave in a similar fashion, 3 individual HSC clones were transplanted into multiple secondary recipients. All 3 My-bi HSCs gave rise to daughter HSCs that were also myeloid biased in their repopulation behavior (Figure S5). This indicates that aged and young My-bi HSCs share the stable imprinting of their differentiation capacity.

My-bi HSCs from young animals generate a normal-sized myeloid response but give rise to lymphoid progeny with a blunted response to the cytokine IL-7. To test whether My-bi HSCs from aged mice behave similarly, hosts were identified that had been clonally repopulated by My-bi HSCs originally isolated from aged D2 donors. BM cells were isolated, and the response of the progeny from My-bi HSCs, derived originally from either young or aged progeny was tested. The number of colony-forming units culture (CFUc’s) in response to IL-7 was not significantly different from that found in young D2 mice with 59.5 plus or minus 10.9 and 46.3 plus or minus 13.9 CFUc’s (per 10^5 cells seeded) from unmanipulated and repopulated BM, respectively (2 experiments). Compared with the response of young pro-B cells (Figure 6A), the IL-7 response was diminished when cells from aged animals were tested (Figure 6B). Similarly, progeny from My-bi HSCs, derived originally from either young or aged D2 mice, showed a much reduced response to IL-7 (Figure 6C). Overall, the data indicate that My-bi HSCs from young and aged animals behave similarly to each other. An unexpected finding was that young D2 mice responded significantly less to IL-7 (P = .02) than B6 mice. This difference is even stronger in aged mice where there was a 6-fold difference in the recovery of B-lineage cells from D2 versus B6 after culture in IL-7. This suggests that the IL-7 response is controlled, at least in part, by genetic mechanisms.

Clonal competition

It was puzzling that HSCs from aged and young D2 did not differ in number and clonal output, but had a decreased competitive repopulation capacity (Figure 2). One possibility was that My-bi HSCs (which are highly enriched in aged D2) have a competitive disadvantage compared with other HSCs. To
test this, a My-bi and a Ly-bi HSC clone (each from a young donor) were allowed to repopulate either alone (Figure 7A) or in competition with each other (Figure 7B) in secondary hosts. The My-bi and Ly-bi HSC clones had similar repopulation capacity over the 18 months that we followed them. However, when the clones were competed against each other, the Ly-bi HSC clone outcompeted the My-bi clone. Similar results were obtained in an independent experiment, where a My-bi clone was competed with a mixture of previously transplanted HSCs (data not shown). A possible reason for the advantage of the Ly-bi clone becomes apparent when the lineage contribution of the HSC clone is examined. The differentiation bias of each HSC clone is maintained. All daughter HSCs derived from the My-bi HSC are myeloid biased, and all daughters of the Ly-bi HSC are lymphoid biased (Figure 7C,D). However, in competition (Figure 7D), the myeloid bias of the My-bi HSC was enhanced to the point where very few lymphocytes were detected in most animals. This is consistent with the impaired fitness of My-bi HSC-derived lymphopoiesis. The data suggest that My-bi HSCs contribute little to lymphopoiesis when Ly-bi HSCs are present. Because lymphocytes comprise the vast majority of blood cells in young animals, My-bi HSCs appear to have a reduced repopulation capacity when competing with Ly-bi HSCs. When the lineage contributions of the 2 HSCs were combined (Figure 7E), overall repopulation (derived from both HSC clones) was balanced, demonstrating that detection of lineage bias is dependent on clonal repopulation.

**Discussion**

Human blood becomes markedly biased toward myeloid cells during adulthood and aging. Lymphocytes increase early in life, peaking at approximately 61% of white blood cells. Thereafter, the fraction of myeloid cells in blood increases and lymphocytes decline steadily until the age of 21 years, when a plateau is reached. Some studies indicate that lymphocyte counts decline further in the aged. Diminished lymphocyte production and function are major

---

**Figure 6.** Blunted IL-7 response of pro-B cells derived from young and aged My-bi HSCs. BM cells from young (A) or aged (B) D2 or B6 mice were cultured in 10 ng/mL IL-7 for 1 week. BM cells from hosts, clonally repopulated by individual My-bi HSCs (C), were cultured in the same way. The data are expressed as mean percentage recovery of donor-type cells after culture (+ SD). The number (n) of independent experiments performed is indicated at the bottom.

**Figure 7.** Clonal competition and obscuration. A My-bi (□) and a Ly-bi (●) HSC clone from young B6 donors were identified in primary hosts by their lineage contribution. BM cells (5 × 10^6) from the primary hosts were then injected into secondary hosts either alone (A,C) or as an equal mixture (B,D,E). Repopulation levels were measured at the indicated time points after transplantation into the secondary host. The HSC clones were originally obtained from a B6-GFP and a B6-CD45.1 donor, respectively, and the progenies of the clones were readily distinguishable. (A) Percentage donor-type cells in 2 mice each that received either the My-bi or the Ly-bi HSCs. (B) Percentage donor-type cells in 4 mice that received a 1:1 mixture of the My-bi and the Ly-bi HSCs. (C) Lineage contribution derived from the My-bi (M) and Ly-bi (L) HSCs in the mixed hosts. Each panel labeled host 5, 6, 7, and 8 corresponds to the mix 5, 6, 7, and 8, respectively, in panel B. Bars labeled L show the cells derived from the Ly-bi HSCs and bars labeled M show the cells derived from the My-bi HSCs in each host. (E) The percentage of myeloid and lymphoid cells derived from the 2 HSC clones shown in panel D was combined for each host.
contributors to disease in the aged, and ways to alleviate age-related immune dysfunction are needed.

The age-related decrease in lymphocytes has been attributed to the decline of thymic function, but the loss of both B cells and T cells suggests a more general mechanism for age-related lymphopenia. The data that we present here support this view. We show here for the first time that aging is associated with a marked shift in the clonal composition of HSCs. In a dynamic process that involves both genetic and developmental factors, Ly-bi HSCs are lost and My-bi HSCs are enriched in aged mice. My-bi HSCs from young as well as aged donors are characterized by an attenuated ability to generate lymphocytes, a normal capacity for myelopoiesis, and a reduced competitive repopulation capacity. Thus, My-bi HSCs from both young and aged donors have many features previously attributed to aged HSCs. We propose that the major change caused by aging is a shift in the representation of the HSC classes rather than a change in the behavior of the HSCs.

The accumulation of My-bi HSCs in aging had a surprisingly large effect in the periphery. In aged D2 mice, the high level of My-bi HSCs translated into reduced levels of both B- and T-cell precursors and an increase in myeloid cells in blood. The data show for the first time that the composition of the HSC compartment influences the representation of mature cells in the periphery. This is surprising since mixtures of HSCs create an overall balanced repopulation pattern. Moreover, homeostatic proliferation in the periphery should compensate for the low lymphocyte production. On the other hand, there are thresholds below which peripheral homeostatic mechanisms cannot overcome a blunted generative potential.56 This suggests that the lymphoid output of the remaining Ly-bi and Bala HSCs cannot overcome the generative deficit of an HSC compartment that contains 77% My-bi HSCs in aged D2.

While the representation of My-bi HSCs is reflected in myeloid-biased blood in aged D2 mice, compensatory mechanisms must play a role in controlling levels of T and B lymphocytes in the blood. For example, aged D2 show high numbers of T cells in blood, even though thymus-homing T-cell precursors in the BM were strongly reduced. Aged B6 mice, on the other hand, have T-cell precursor levels that are similar to that found in young animals of the same strain. Yet, aged B6 have lower levels of T cells in blood than young B6 mice ($P = .001$). Indeed, each of the strains showed a signature age-related change in the composition of peripheral white blood cells. This supports the interpretation that genetic mechanisms contribute to the regulation of the peripheral levels of T and B cells in both young and aged mice. As an aside, the strong difference in prethymic precursor level in aged D2 versus B6 mice might account for the discrepancies in the literature about the effect of aging on T-cell precursors.

It is well known that D2 mice have a shorter life span than B6 mice,77 and the life span of mice has been correlated with HSC number and cycling.31,33 Our data now suggest that the level of lymphoid cells in blood predicts the aging of the HSC compartment, as reflected in the accumulation of My-bi HSCs. If an increase in myeloid cells in blood is taken as a marker of aging, then D2 mice age faster and/or at a more homogeneous pace than B6 mice. It is tempting to speculate that aging of stem cells affects the overall life span of the organism. Verification of this concept depends on testing whether other tissue stem cells show accelerated aging in D2 mice.

Our data show a strong genetic component to the age-related shift in the clonal representation of the HSC compartment. That HSCs in D2 and B6 mice age differently had been established in an elegant series of experiments that followed D2 and B6 HSCs in aggregation chimeras.58 In a subset of these chimeras, D2 HSCs stopped to contribute to peripheral hematopoiesis when mice aged. However, D2 HSCs were not lost and their presence was revealed when BM cells were transplanted into new hosts. This suggests that aged D2 HSCs are outcompeted by B6 HSCs in the aggregation chimeras. The reactivation of aged D2 HSCs in secondary hosts could be explained by a lack of competitive pressure early after transplantation, when HSCs of both genotypes struggle to fill up the hematopoietic compartments. In addition, early after transplantation all types of HSCs produce more myeloid than lymphoid cells. Overall, these data agree well with our observation that HSCs in aged D2 mice have the same number of HSCs, albeit with a diminished competitive repopulation capacity compared with young D2 HSCs.

Perhaps the simplest explanation for the accumulation of My-bi HSCs in the aged is that their long life span allows them to outlast both Ly-bi and Bala HSCs, which on average have shorter life spans.14 We cannot entirely exclude that the aged environment instructs other types of HSCs to switch to a myeloid-biased phenotype. However, young animals contain a sizable number of My-bi HSCs, which demonstrates that the aged environment is not necessary for the generation of My-bi HSCs. Despite the similarity of aged and young My-bi HSCs, age-related changes of HSCs cannot be ruled out entirely. It is, however, likely that such changes are subtle. Generally, aged HSCs show differences to young HSCs only when the cells are exposed to severe stress.12,13,59

An involvement of HSCs in an age-related myeloid shift has been previously surmised. Myeloid-dominant repopulation patterns were observed after transfer of Lin−Sca-1+ckit+CD34+ HSCs from aged B6.7 Because Lin−Sca-1+ckit−CD34+ from young mice did not show this behavior, it was concluded that the pathology of aging changes the function of all HSCs so that they produce more myeloid than lymphoid cells. However, this interpretation is problematic for several reasons. First, HSCs enriched by other methods from the same aged strain of mice did not generate myeloid-biased repopulation patterns.5 This is consistent with our data in as far as multiclonal populations of HSCs from aged B6 gave rise to balanced lineage compositions. Second, it is very clear that My-bi HSCs are found in young mice.14,60 Thus, myeloid bias is hardly unique to the aged. It is likely that the results presented by Sudo et al7 reflect a change in cell surface phenotype of young versus aged HSCs. The CD34−cell surface marker is well known to be changeably expressed on HSCs.5,61 The unseparated or minimally enriched Lin−HSCs used here avoided bias introduced by changeable phenotypes.

It is tempting to speculate that the same classes of HSCs exist in humans. Based on the number of myeloid cells in blood, one could assume that the more rapidly and vigorously contributing HSCs (Ly-bi and most Bala HSCs) exhaust during the first few years in large animals. These HSCs may be needed to seed the rapidly expanding lymphoid organs early in life. Thereafter, hematopoiesis in large animals may be derived from My-bi and a subset of balanced HSCs, which persist in the HSC compartment due to their long life span. This interpretation is supported by the observation that HSC-derived lymphocytic leukemia is found mostly in the young, while the incidence of myeloid leukemia increases with age. The loss of rapidly responding
Ly-bi and Bala HSCs with their vigorous lymphocyte differentiation capacity may well contribute to the impaired immune response to infectious diseases and cancers in the aged. So far, attempts to bolster the immune response of the aged have met with very limited success. Perhaps therapy directed at HSCs will be more successful.
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